
Membership Situation Report July 2015 
 
As I previously reported, the vast majority of members have indicated that they will be returning. We have 
lost 1 soprano, 0 altos, 1 tenor and 1 bass with an alto and a 3rd tenor indicating ‘?’. 
 
2 soprano 4 alto and 1 tenor former members, good singers, have indicated that they wish to return in 
September and have been accepted. We have recruited one new lady tenor. 
 
These are the relevant figures: 
 

Members   Concert  Members 
Jan. 2015  May 2015  Sept. 2015 
 

Sopranos  42   39   43 
 
Altos   40   37   44 
 
Tenors   11   11   12 
 
Basses  22   18   21 
 
Total   115   105   120 
 
I have turned down 1 soprano and 2 alto new applicants. 
 
What is the optimum membership?  
 
I believe that we cram more people into St Peter’s Hall than is comfortable or healthy. In the latter respect I 
suggest that windows are opened for every rehearsal even in cold weather. Those who sit under windows 
may need to dress accordingly. Perhaps we should take a medical view on this. 
 
It was particularly difficult to seat all 105 singers for the May Concert. We had to have several chairs in 
access channels which had to be removed as we entered and left and then noisily replaced. Is it good 
safety practice to have occupied chairs blocking exit routes? I was still resolving seating problems on 
concert day which wouldn’t happen if we had a bit more space. The overall number of seats may, at a 
pinch, match the number of singers but dropouts inevitably occur in the wrong places. We had 2 empty 
places in the back row in May but who is going to tell members from further forward to move to the back? 
 
I think the maximum number singing in a concert should be <100. Allowing for drop outs, the maximum 
starting membership would need to be >110. 
 
Obviously the situation may change by December but we need to be prepared to be very selective 
about returning members and face the likelihood of again taking in no new members for January. 
Tenors remain an exception to every rule! 
 
Tim 
19th July 2015 
 
 
 
 
 


